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sentiment for beauty. Man cannot drive it entirely away! No—even when
he domesticates the animals it will linger there and it will cling even to ...
THE HOE
Whosoever would sow must hoe.
And if he who hoes would reap—he must weed.
The Garden! A comparatively peaceful place that Garden—when not
raided hy unnatural domesticated enemies from over the none-too-good-
fence—chickens, little pigs, and some few non-conformist sows. To say
nothing of natural enemies underground—grubs, worms and the march-
ing armies of insects. Insects! Will they eventually wan the battle and
exterminate man?
Weeding is an art, though the back breaks. The boy learned to twist his
fingers around the weed-stems close to the ground and with a sidewise
twist—thumb as a lever—bringing the narrow side of the hand to the
ground—prying, while pulling, he would get them out with roots un-
broken while the skin on his fingers lasted.
Thus the process would go on for hours a day, all the days the garden
was young, until back and arms were stiff and fingers sore in the con-
tinued effort to clean the weeds out from between the plants known to be
useful as the garden grew older.
And this amateur hired-man hoed. Hoed lettuce. Hoed radishes, beets,
carrots, parsnips and turnips. Cabbages. Tomato plants. Onions. Always
he seemed to be hoeing in the season of early summer. Hoeing and weed-
ing, weeding and hoeing until the palms of his hands were thick and hard
—as shiny as the hoe handle—Loth like glass. And finally they would have
to come and cut down the triumphant weeds with a sickle or scythe and
burn them up!
The wielder of the hoe would wonder why weeds couldn't be studied,
possibilities found and then maybe cultivated. The 'crop' eliminated. Per-
haps the 'crop' was weeds once upon a time just because the farmer didn't
know what they were for. Tobacco was a weed once. And corn? Seems
there never was wild corn. And potatoes. And tomatoes were once thought
by Europeans to be poison. Love apples they called them. Cancerous?
Nearly everything was a weed once upon a time. Maybe, sometime, there
would be no 'weeds* and then? But meanwhile weeds seemed fittest to
survive in this unequal strife—in this contending, never-ending competi-
tion between Good and Evil or whatever the competition should be named.
What vitality these 'weeds' had! Pusley, for instance. Chess (velvet
weed). Pigweed. Dock and Ragweed. Quack grass—king of all. Canada
tMstle—queen! Would the weeds become feeble, if they were cultivated,
and 'crops' become as vigorous as 'weeds' if left alone to flourish on their
own?
What of such science and art? Ask the professors?
And yet, afield in June, he saw as reward of toil, forethought and some
art and science, the sweeping acres of clover-bloom floating in perfume,
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